CEPP minutes 10-15-14

Present: Beau Breslin, April Bernard, Amy Frappier, Sarah Goodwin, Bill Lewis (Chair), Renee Schapiro, Kelly Sheppard, Charles Tetelman, Peter Von Allmen. Absent: Rochelle Calhoun

1. The minutes from the October 08, 2014 meeting were approved as amended to include a note to add academic awards to the CEPP operating code. Tentatively, review of new academic awards is expected to start in the Fall of 2015.

2. Peter volunteered to meet with Academic Council on behalf of CEPP.

3. The Team Teaching Proposal after being shared with chairs/program directors was approved.

4. A working group of Peter, Corey Freeman-Gallant, Michael Eckmann, and Rachel Roe-Dale are meeting regarding the Quantitative Reasoning requirement in particular about the QR2 learning goals.

5. Bill asked for reports/studies on curricular goals to compile in a central location. Amy noted a Blackboard site might help facilitate access to the collection.

6. The Rads and Synths reported on their respective models for curricular reconstruction/reform. The models will be further discussed and refined at next week’s meeting.

Respectfully submitted,

Kelly Sheppard